
BENEFICIATING OUR MINERAL RESOURCES: WHAT NEEDS TO BE 

DONE? 

 

Programme Director, Ladies and Gentlemen good morning. Let me start by 

thanking the organisers for availing this opportunity for the department to 

address you on beneficiation and specifically what needs to be done to 

beneficiate more of our minerals locally.    

 

It is appropriate at this time to go back into some of the background. 

Increased beneficiation of our resources close to source has been an 

aspiration of the country for a long time. From the RDP which noted: 

 

“Mining and minerals products contribute three-quarters of our exports and 

the industry employs three-quarters of a million workers, but this could be 

much higher if our raw materials were processed into intermediate and 

finished products before export. Our RDP must attempt to increase the 

level of mineral beneficiation( in order to increase employment and add 

more value to our natural resources before export. Moreover, this policy 

should provide more appropriate inputs for manufacturing in South Africa.”  

 

A lot more work has taken place in that time. Necessary work, technical, 

consultative and political. But the principal remains the same as that which 

governs the Beneficiation Strategy as approved by Cabinet in June 2010. 

 

Because, despite more than a century of mining, the only place in this 

country whose fortunes have transcended dependency on the mines that 

necessitated its existence is Johannesburg.  



Contrast this to the little town of Kleinzee that was also established as a 

result of mining and is now suffering massive unemployment as operations 

near the town are now in decline after reaching and passing their peak 

production. This little town’s story is replicated throughout the country from 

Virginia to Kimberly.  

 

This unfortunate circumstance should not be allowed to befall more towns, 

constraining the growth and development potential of the country.  

 

This would also undermine objectives of the legislation, the Minerals and 

Petroleum Resources Development Act, specifically objective six which 

talks to the promotion of employment creation and advancement of the 

socio economic welfare of the owners of these minerals, the people of 

South Africa. To realise this goal, it is important to diversify the economy 

away from its dependency on exports of unprocessed and semi-processed 

mineral commodities to a higher value added, more labour absorbing, more 

knowledge intensive and finished good producing economy.  

 

South Africa’s principal policies for economic development, the New 

Growth Path and the Industrial Policy Action Plan identify the centrality of 

our mineral endowment to industrial development, job creation and 

sustainable reduction of poverty and inequality. 

 

One of the greatest ironies of our pre-crisis growth was that it was at a 

respectable level; averaging 4% in the 2000s, but we still sit with a labour 

absorption rate of around 40%, poverty that has fallen but remains as 

stubborn as inequality. Because the growth in this period while of a 



respectable standard was of a worrying composition. With the declining 

contribution to growth and employment of critical economic sectors, mining, 

agriculture, and manufacturing. 

 

So central to the success of those economic development frameworks will 

be the leveraging off of our mineral endowment for beneficiation and 

downstream value addition and industrial development.  

 

South Africa is a country well endowed with mineral resources, with some 

estimating its non-energy mineral endowment at 2.5 trillion US dollars 

which is considered a comparative advantage for the country. The recently 

endorsed mineral beneficiation strategy recognises the fact that despite 

having this comparative advantage, the levels of beneficiation have been 

low and mostly concentrated in the capital and energy intensive segments 

of mineral value chains. This is indicative of the constraints as identified 

jointly with mining sector stakeholders through the MIGDETT or mining, 

investment, growth and development task team. Many of these constraints 

cut across commodities and value chains. 

    

Thus the beneficiation strategy lifts these and proposes interventions to 

addressing them: 

1. The first constraint is limited access to raw material inputs for local 

beneficiation. This limited supply arises firstly as a result of the long 

term supply contracts entered into by some of the raw materials 

producers with overseas beneficiators. The other challenge is the use 

pricing mechanisms such as import parity pricing by raw materials 

and intermediate input commodity producers that constraint demand 



and growth of the downstream beneficiation industry.  To address this 

constraint, various policy instruments such as the MPRDA are being 

looked at, at the same time it is necessary for mining companies to 

come to the fore and actively look at innovative models for supporting 

local beneficiation. Due to the small size of the some local 

beneficiation industries these models need to take on a 

developmental slant to ensure that they start growing to the point 

where the beneficiating entities are internationally competitive.    

 

2. Infrastructure is a key pillar for competitiveness of any sector of the 

economy but it can also be a disabler. Infrastructure planning 

mechanisms such as the National Transport Master Plan (NATMAP) 

are intended to be demand responsive to spatial development that is 

they will link transport planning with future land use. In addition to 

these breakthrough planning mechanism there needs to be a link 

between infrastructure planning and the various programmes of 

Government, in this case, infrastructure planning for the mining 

industry need not only focus on the status quo which is the efficient 

export of unprocessed and semi-processed minerals but it should 

also be about increasing the efficiency and reducing the cost of 

transporting these minerals from the mining areas to current and 

future manufacturing centres in the country. 

    

3. A globally competitive edge is derived from a dedicated and directed 

research and development programme as well as applied 

technologies programmes underpinning the various mineral value 

chains. Government is sponsoring a number of research programmes 



such as the advanced metals initiatives that should be leveraged 

upon to provide the necessary R&D support required by industries in 

these value chains.  Industry should also play a role in funding some 

of this research and supporting the development of competitive 

technologies. 

 

4. The availability of skills is also an important pillar for the 

competitiveness of the country’s mineral beneficiation value chains. 

Investment in human capital by the sector will contribute significantly 

to the mitigation of this challenge. Furthermore cooperation between 

Government and private sector in the development of sector specific 

skills plans should result the development of skills initiatives that are 

responsive to the needs of the economy.    

 

 

5. South Africa is signatory to or a member of a number of bi- and multi 

lateral trade groupings. These groupings represent significant 

markets, over and above the local market, for South Africa’s 

beneficiated goods. To give an example that is foremost in people’s 

minds, let us look at the other countries in BRICS. Combined these 

countries have an estimated population of 2.8 billion people and an 

estimated GDP of 18.5 billion US dollars. It is therefore important to 

leverage on these agreements to access these markets.   

 

Going forward these constraints and mitigating interventions will be 

incorporated in the development of value chain specific interventions 

starting with the five value chains outlined in the strategy document.  



In conclusion I would like to say, that all the discussions today must be 

done with the developmental challenges facing this country in mind. These 

challenges, aptly described as the triplets of evil by the Minister of Mineral 

Resources 

[Poverty, inequality and unemployment] 

Can only be overcome through sustained labour intensive economic growth 

at whose center is the more strategic leveraging of our natural resource 

endowments. 

 

I thank you.   


